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ConFlow Power came

The directors of ILOCX have in
excess of 70 years of experience
between them in the capital
markets, spanning over three
decades, and changing market
One thing we learned from this
then our experience went deeper,

is in the air in any given sector, it
cannot be too early. The structure
or the availability of the right

Therefore, we feel, it is the capital
markets
themselves
holding

to life is at fault.
In order to make something work
commercially you must have many
factors aligned:
•
• The structure to bring it to
market
• The means to get commercial
viability
•
• A strong strategy

to both raise smart capital, and in
ILO is in itself a strategy decision.
The ILO structure rewards revenue.
As such, you must be in revenue or
be categorically ‘revenue ready’
Power was not either, so it had to
eco system we call PreILO.
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You could buy ConFlow Power on
PreILO for as low as $20.00 and
including Apple Pay.
this deal, as it showed enormous

percentage of the company and
invested in the brand, the detailed
strategy, and most importantly, the
YouTube
views. See here.
The one linked above achieved
over 40,000 alone.
ConFlow sold out their ILO in
in revenue.

the technology, and brought in
revenue over the next 8 months.
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Sequence of Events
Click the logos for full news

Bloomberg reported the launch
of the device
July 2019

August 2019

Later in July 2019
By Mid-August 2019

A developer portal was launched
and announced on PR Newswire
on PreILO
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ConFlow entered into
an agreement with PM Group for
a strategic license
for Southeast Asia.

End of August 2019
Yahoo Finance picked up
the news when we released
the headline “Tax on Air”

6th of October
2019

October 2019

September 2019

begin the process of gathering
as a key strategic move.

with Impact PPA, an award
winning Blockchain company
delivering power to third world
End of October 2019
People in Singapore for hand held
power bank

and renewable technology
on the market.
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November
2019
December 2019

ConFlow sell license
for technology in
Canada and France

Venture with Power as a Service
January
2020
light in Lakewood Gold
Course Bangkok

March 2020

February, March and April
2020

January 2020

at a distance due to Covid 19
Announces formal
decision to focus on

payment to all ILOers of $6.00 per
unit. Price of ILO hits $60.00
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May 2020

Announced ConFlow Group
restructure to accommodate the
USA deal

August 2020

September 2020

Signs $50,000,000
licensing deal with USA

Launches ILO
at $95.00 per unit

Splits units to create
3 million units at $9.50
instead of 300,000
units at $95.00

September
2020

September 2020

Launches new website
designs and business
model
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Benchmarks Achieved
· Intro to ILOCX
· ILOCX Invest in the tech
· Company formed
· Brand created
· First phase of strategy
·

·
·

for Canada
for France

· Development phase two.

· Launched ILO on PreILO

· Development of 5G tower
device

·

·

· Opened developer portal
· Impact Study (Tax on Air)
· Signed JV with Impact PPA
· Partnered with Power as a
Service
·
PM Group for ASEAN Region
·
·
in Singapore

·

to ILOers
on ILOCX

· Launched ILO secondary
· Closed massive group
restructure
· Signed contract for demo
·

Benchmarks To Come
·
·
·
SmartCone
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Summary of progress
made in 2019.
various links within this document,
we had an incredible year.
Firstly, the company closed a
ILOCX
bought into ConFlow by acquiring

hard and began a branding and

with demand for casings of new

impact on many business sectors
across the globe.
Tax on Air
concept to form a disciplined
approach addressing many of the
used this as a marker to create
a strategy allowing us to roll out

at that point, or ‘revenue ready’, a
requirement to list the company on
the Main Board.
capital to get us to the next
point, we opened a development
portal on the company website
www.ConFlowPower.com, to cope

device which required obtaining a
new R&D facility in California to
fund the purchase of equipment
needed to iron out these issues and
devices.
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Major Licensing
DeaL with
privateLy-owneD
congLoMerate

PM GrouP.

ventures with Power as a Service
Limited and
.

a blockchain backup ledger and
payment gateway. This has been
online for several months. This
allows us to demonstrate the
ability to purchase power which is

5G transmission poles. As these
are delivered to our development
facility, we will be adding our

in this document.
ConFlow
Power device, the PaaS system,
and the
tech.

be undertaking in 2020, will be

with one of Southeast Asia’s largest

in Bangkok.

.
This was a landmark deal, as it

order for both streetlights and

various forms of the technology in
an enormous region.

capital, and a partner to roll out

Once installed and tested, we will
be commencing an aggressive sales
drive in the region for an array of
safe and impressive products.
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we are Looking
at 2020
with crystaL
cLear vision

During the last quarter of 2019

. This
builds a smart strategy for pure and

open a second round of 250,000
units at $60.00 per unit.
with crystal clear vision and a
developed strategy to gain even
more momentum in the coming 12

devices.
“

Finally, we paid a royalty to our
ILOers of $6.00 via the ILO portal

” in Singapore to

to bring a retail component to the

launching a JV with new Private
Equity Fund X900 alongside a
campaign to ‘
’.

with.
Following this, we completed two
territorial license agreements
for Canada and France with Idea
who formed ConFlow
.
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The perfect white box is aptly
named, as it acts like a black box in
an aeroplane.

It then communicates these to a
central server.

every minute. Powered by the
car’s central system and using the
it records key data for at least 8
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Voltage
Amps
Charge
Discharge
Ambient Heat
Internal Heat
GPS

3.5 million points of data every
hour in every electric vehicle it is
installed in.

the largest data provider of actual
in electric vehicles globally. This is
an example of our team's forward
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ConFlow Power
ConFlow Power TM has a device
in development that never needs
recharging, can operate under
a constant load without any

ours can be cheaply and easily
manufactured. Just as important, it
can be scaled to meet virtually any
ConFlow Power TM is working with

be inexpensively manufactured,
and poses no danger to the
environment.
anything from a cell phone to an
automobile.
Five years in development, the

primary and secondary, is soaring.
According to industry experts,
sales will top $400 billion by the
beginning of the next decade.
Management believes that with

materials, and thus can be disposed
of without risk to humans or the
environment. Unlike many of the
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has taken a very
validity.
of an ‘onboard’ device, (which
created a huge departure from
of which we cover in great detail
within this document.

was
recently
acquired by E-Getx Limited from
. As part of
will now deploy the ware tech
on a Tesla
ConFlow

adopts a policy of

back is both factual,

instant,
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PaaS
PaaS
gateway within the same device.
PaaS has partnered with ConFlow
to create recurring revenue from
ConFlow Power has patented
and developed. The ConFlow
technology requires the power
source (or ConFlow device) to be
disconnected when the power
stored in the device is empty.
power source will renew fully in
about one minute. At this point the
PaaS tech will charge the user

This adds savings to
convenience.

of power, without the need
to recharge with a cable, is
guaranteed for the next 25 years.
Power sources can have two
storage capacitors, so when one is
renewing its energy, the other can

It is with this consciousness that
Licenses (GCL’s) to expand the
tech to all valid partners, including
the current power companies who
PaaS
and ConFlow is a threat to their

device. This creates endless and
Our partner license holders get
to reboot their revenue model by
using PaaS, like the monumental
change that was created in the
a Service (SaaS) became a factor.

the technology.
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OUR MARKET OUTLOOK
technologies

to

hedge

the

dynamic market.

discovered that current equipment

is a huge departure
from this thinking. It tests every

damages our device, as the
ConFlow unit charges itself. Any
ConFlow device.

each part of the developing tech
company that is ConFlow Power.
exist due to the ConFlow device’s
special features, we had to create
device has lead to the decision to
acquire
. As these
end users will be our customers,
we needed to develop a strategy

In this endeavour we decided
to create a new strategy for the

exist between the ConFlow device
created by the technician. The
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Overview

6.63% between 2019 and 2027, to reach
an expected value of
$135.43 billion by the year 2027 owing
to:
•
• Growing demand for energy
storage systems & UPS systems
•
vehicle market
•

India, along with the commitment of
governments towards infrastructure
development, are expected to increase

of China, Japan, India, Indonesia, and

across countries like India, Indonesia,
Sri Lanka, and Vietnam are expected to
augment the market growth.

years, which drives the growth of the

In 2018, the consumer electronics
segment accounted for the highest
market share in terms of revenue.

prices in turn result in lower prices for

The demand for smartphones and other
mobile devices is increasing worldwide,

•
consumer electronics

in varied industries such as aerospace
and defense, healthcare, and electronics
growth. Increasing disposable incomes
in developing countries, rising living
standards, and growing environmental

advancing with the fastest rate owing

growth.

developing countries such as China and
mainly driven by the investments made by

owing to increasing prices of gasoline
growth in the prices of gasoline and diesel
has encouraged consumers to switch

The robust manufacturing base of the

Leading global players are expanding

electric vehicles have resulted in reduced

market revenue in 2018, and is expected to
the

forecast

period.

The

growing

growth in the region. The increasing
and defense and others, coupled with
growing acceptance of green technology
market growth in the region.
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As the world becomes increasing
vehicles (EVs) are gaining popularity
worldwide.
big price tag despite various tax
credits that governments provide

Could all these headwinds halt the
EV gravy train?
Not if technology has a say.
ConFlow Power, a renewable power
technology company based in the

mobility challenges.

technology that could reduce the

Then it examines how governments
fell in and out of love with diesel

experience.

similar fate.

At some point these purchase

from decreasing numbers of fossil
fueled cars, governments may deal

look at how the second industrial

overall user experience.

into the features of ConFlow
Power’s new device and what the
future may hold for its use in EVs.

style “fuel” taxes at public charging
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TECH IT OR LEAVE IT

Since technology has not solved all of
humankind’s problems, for example,
depression, you could argue that
technology has not improved our
lives on every conceivable level.
However, what is indisputable is
our way of life.

in the late 20th century.
Now, while the Third Industrial
buried under mounds of paper, the
ushered in the automobile and the

century, steam technology saved us

The automobile, which freed us
from the clutches of the horse and
carriage, is now the most widely

across many industries.

world.

Then came the Second Industrial

Imagine how dreary road travel will

the late 19th century and the Third

horse and carriage?
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THE RISE AND FALL OF DIESEL
Unfortunately, while the automobile
solved the problem of limited
mobility, it created a bigger and

started to levy fuel taxes on cars in
the early 20th century, their goal
was primarily to generate revenue
to maintain their road infrastructure.
The issues of anthropogenic global
warming and climate change had not

was agreed in 1997, it was like a
dioxide emissions from automobiles
primarily responsible for global
warming.
In response to the alarm Kyoto raised,
Europe started to push diesel cars
produced

less

carbon

dioxide
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In

the

United

Kingdom,

the

cut vehicle excise duty (also called
“car tax” or “road tax”) on diesel car
purchases to encourage a switch to
diesel.
Consequently, diesel car ownership
soared.
At the end of 2000, there were 3
of all cars. By the end of 2017, there
Even as diesel pump prices rose in
response to increases in fuel taxes,
rise – see Figure 1.
Meanwhile, diesel was having a
U.S., where for a variety of reasons
it’s never been popular with car
drivers.

In America, only truckers care for
diesel.
According to a 2015 Bureau of
are medium and heavy trucks”.
has remained steadfast over the
growth of heavy trucks sold even in
the face of rising diesel fuel taxes –
see Figure 2.
diesel’s fortunes were rising in the
1990s and 2000s.
Then in 2015, the Volkswagen diesel
emissions scandal hit and knocked
the winds out of diesel’s sails.

thought to the problem of carbon
vehicles harder with higher taxes
and surcharges.
Inevitably, these taxes started to
take a toll on the sale of diesel cars
in many European countries.
In the UK, where diesel cars were
a record high 40% of the all cars in
2017, sales crashed in 2018 and has
since been on a downward trend.
All
told,
governments
once
promoted the diesel car as a greener
started to heavily tax its use as it
became popular. And when it fell out
of favor for being “environmentally
death knell.
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THE DIESEL TREATMENT?

Energy Agency’s (IEA) May 2019
“Global EV Outlook 2019” Report,
“Electric car deployment has been
growing rapidly over the past ten
years, with the global stock of
electric passenger cars passing 5
million in 2018, an increase of 63%
from the previous year.”

the Tipping Point?”, consultancy

sales of vehicles powered purely
(ICEs).”

Just as diesel was once touted as
the panacea to carbon monoxide

become popular?

2025 and 51% by 2030, surpassing
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One. Falling revenues from taxes
maintain road infrastructure must
come from somewhere.

Second.
and maintaining any public charging
infrastructure.

Third. If hybrids become a mainstay
of the EV marketplace, then
governments will certainly feel
components.

Fourth.

Environmental

impact

that governments will tax EVs for
that the most important component

buying them, and this may slow or
Technology could help lower EV
that taxes don’t feel so bad.
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The most expensive part of an
type.

environmentally friendly.

Unsurprisingly, researchers and
automakers have in recent years

They
have
the
following
environmental drawbacks:
•
resources like metals or metal
amalgams
• They are not made in an
environmentally friendly manner
• They’re
harmful
to
the
environment because many
cannot be recycled and yet
cannot be safely discarded

these costs down.

ConFlow Power has developed a

engine (ICE) cars, EVs may have a
of buyers worldwide.

Remarkably, it uses air as fuel
Therefore,

it

can

generate

a

limitless, useable power.
Furthermore, the device has few,
Table 1)
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They are made from scare or non-renewable materials.
They’re not manufactured in an environmentally friendly
manner: Their manufacturing process uses a lot of water
and produces toxic sludge.

Its manufacturing process produces no emissions, and the
device produces zero waste when in use.

Some cannot be recycled or safely discarded.

It never needs to be replaced.

They degrade from repeated recharge.

It’s self-recharging.

They have limited energy storage capacity.

It doesn’t store energy as much as “harvests” it by
capturing electrons from the air using nanotechnology.

generator uses no scarce metals or
amalgams. Therefore, it could be
cheaper and easier to manufacture
Also, imagine the peace of mind
you’ll have if you don’t ever have
to scamper to a charging point
to recharge your EV because

generator never needs to be
replaced.
“Range anxiety” could be a thing of
the past.

environmental
impact
costs;
governments and buyers could
then turn against them, reminiscent
of what happened to diesel cars.
cheap

manufacturing

costs,

However, its unique selling point
(USP) and probably biggest

environmental impact costs.

environmental impact.

Undoubtedly, it could have huge

recharging.
Or, or you don’t ever have to
worry about the cost of replacing

costs to come down but not their

of the EV.
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STREETLIGHTING
GETS SMARTER

Streetlights are a necessity and it
is important to put in the hands
of those who have been dealing
with it for years with great ability.
It requires a constant and safe
disasters and plant breakdowns

company in the development and
The ConFlow Lightning guarantee

boundaries.
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That energy would become an
by ConFlow Power specialists, so

with new eyes: ConFlow street
as you knew it. They belong to

based on improvement in order to
closer to the customer and more
reliably.

energy, without any maintenance
or replacing. Everything we always
expected from portable energy
storage is gathered in nanowire
energy storage technology.
Energy storage manufacturers have
capacity and bring all possible
such as depth of discharge, roundtrip

longer reliable source of energy and
ConFlow is bringing diversity in all
the mechanical damage that can be

• Performance stability
• Reliability and constant power
supply
Grasping the opportunity, ConFlow
is bringing nanowire technology

discharge cycles.

do not require replacement, which is
can be implemented as an integrated
part of the product.
improve the portable energy
storage using a gold nanowires in
a manganese dioxide shell, in an
electrolyte environment made of
thick plexiglass. Laboratory tests
have shown groundbreaking results:
this technology can withstand more
than 200,000 charges and discharges
without losing its capacity. Energy
storage with a longer lifespan is
table.

performance that will be counted on

Golden nanowire energy storage
technology that is brought with
needed in keeping the power on.
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POTENTIAL
There are good reasons to bet on
ConFlow streetlight technology. The
smart city sector is clinging to its
faith in a successful future, and with

RELIABILITY OR

winning both in form and substance.

the future is now.

wherever there is a need for

are reliable and independent. To

importance, public, commercial and

stability, monitoring and resilient
humanity is poised for growth.

the light whenever is needed. As
nanowire develops and new devices
come to market, the modular,
portable power market will change
fundamentally.
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